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Chapter 1

Release Overview

ArubaOS 7.3.2.1 is a software patch release that introduces new features, fixes to issues identified in the previous
ArubaOS releases, and outstanding known issues and limitations in the current release. For details on all the
features supported onMobility Access Switch, see the Related Documents section.

This release note contains the following chapters:

l What’s New in this Release on page 9 describes the new features, fixes, known issues, and enhancements
introduced in this release.

l Upgrade Procedures on page 49 covers the procedures for upgrading aMobility Access Switch to ArubaOS
7.3.2.1.

Supported Browsers
The following browsers are officially supported for use with the ArubaOS 7.3.2.1WebUI:

l Microsoft Internet Explorer 9.x and 10.x onWindows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, andWindows 8

l Mozilla Firefox 17 or higher onWindows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, andMacOS

l Apple Safari 5.1.7 or higher onMacOS

Related Documents
The following documents are part of the complete documentation suite for the ArubaMobility Access Switch:

l ArubaOS 7.3 User Guide

l ArubaOS 7.3 Command Line ReferenceGuide

l ArubaOS 7.3 Quick Start Guide

l Aruba S3500 Series Mobility Access Switch Installation Guide

l Aruba S2500 Series Mobility Access Switch Installation Guide

l Aruba S1500 Series Mobility Access Switch Installation Guide

Contacting Support

Website Support

Main Site arubanetworks.com

Support Site support.arubanetworks.com

Airheads Social Forums and Knowledge
Base

community.arubanetworks.com

North American Telephone 1-800-943-4526 (Toll Free)
1-408-754-1200

International Telephone http://www.arubanetworks.com/support-services/support-
program/contact-support

Table 1: Contact Information

http://www.arubanetworks.com/
https://support.arubanetworks.com/
http://community.arubanetworks.com/
http://www.arubanetworks.com/support-services/support-program/contact-support
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Website Support

Software Licensing Site https://licensing.arubanetworks.com/

End of Support Information http://www.arubanetworks.com/support-services/end-of-
lifeproducts/end-of-life-policy/

Wireless Security Incident Response
Team (WSIRT)

http://www.arubanetworks.com/support-services/security-
bulletins/

Support Email Addresses

Americas and APAC support@arubanetworks.com

EMEA emea_support@arubanetworks.com

Wireless Security Incident Response
Team (WSIRT)

wsirt@arubanetworks.com

https://licensing.arubanetworks.com/
http://www.arubanetworks.com/support-services/end-of-lifeproducts/
http://www.arubanetworks.com/support-services/security-bulletins/
mailto:support@arubanetworks.com
mailto:emea_support@arubanetworks.com
mailto:wsirt@arubanetworks.com
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Chapter 2

What’s New in this Release

This chapter provides the following information:

l New Features and Enhancements on page 9

l Resolved Issues on page 26

l Known Issues and Limitations on page 39

l Issues Under Investigation on page 47

New Features and Enhancements
This topic lists all the features and enhancements introduced in ArubaOS 7.3 and the subsequent maintenance
releases under the following categories:

l Portfolio Integration Features on page 9

l Layer 3 Features on page 11

l Layer 2 Features on page 17

l Security Features on page 20

l Platform Features on page 24

l Management andMonitoring Features on page 26

l Stacking Features on page 26

Portfolio Integration Features

This release of ArubaOS provides support for the following portfolio integration features:

DHCP Based AirWave Detection

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3.1, theMobility Access Switch can be provisioned with the AirWave parameters through
DHCP. To achieve this, DHCP options 60 and 43 are used to transmit the AirWave configuration parameters.

To avoid conflicts with Aruba Instant AP deployments, theMobility Access Switch uses the sameDHCP option 60
value (ArubaInstantAP), to first check if DHCP option 43 contains AirWave configuration parameters.

Option 43 is sent in the format, Group:Top-Folder:Sub-Folder,AMP IP,Pre shared secret where:

l Group maps to Device Group in AirWave.

l Group:Top-Folder:Sub-Folder maps to Folder information for the device.

l AMP IP is the AirWave IP.

l Pre shared secret is the shared secret between AirWave and the device.

For example, if the option 43 string is Acme:Store1,192.168.1.10,aruba123 the following group and folder
structure is created on AMP:

l A group with the name, Acme is created.

l A top-level folder with the name, Acme is created.

l A sub-folder with the name, Store1 is created.

l AirWave IP is 192.168.1.10.

l Pre shared secret is aruba123.
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The format, Group,AMP IP,Pre shared secret is also accepted as sub-folder is not mandatory in the AMP
configuration parameters.

For example, if the option 43 string is Acme,192.168.1.10,aruba123, the following group and folder structure is
created on AMP:

l A group with the name, Acme is created.

l A top-level folder with the name, Acme is created.

l AirWave IP is 192.168.1.10.

l Pre shared secret is aruba123.

Important Points to Remember

l If Mobility Access Switch receives AirWave parameters as part of option 43, it will not attempt Activate based
Zero Touch Provisioning.

l If option 60 is not offered or does not match the value ArubaInstantAP, then theMobility Access Switch ignores
option 43 and initiates the Activate based Zero Touch Provisioning.

Automatic Configuration Using Activate

ArubaOS 7.3 introduces Activate, a cloud-based service that helps provision your Aruba devices andmaintain your
inventory. When an Activate customer orders a new Mobility Access Switch, it will be preconfigured to contact
Activate before it ships to the customer site. When an Activate-enabledMobility Access Switch with a factory-
default configuration becomes active on the network, it automatically contacts the Activate server, which responds
to theMobility Access Switch with the AirWave server IP address and shared-secret string, and the AirWave group
and folder that contains its provisioning information.

Activate customers must configure Activate with a provisioning rule for aMobility Access Switch that provides each
Mobility Access Switch with the IP address of the AirWave server and the AirWave group and folder containing
the switch configuration. Tomanually configure an Activate-enabledMobility Access Switch, enter quick-setup
mode before theMobility Access Switch loads its configuration from AirWave. Autoconfiguration with AirWave and
DHCP is disabled if theMobility Access Switch enters quick-setupmode, even if quick setup is later canceled.

ClearPass Policy Manager Integration

ArubaOS for theMobility Access Switch and ClearPass Policy Manager (CPPM) include support for centralized
policy definition and distribution. ArubaOS Mobility Access Switch introduces downloadable roles. By using this
feature, when CPPM successfully authenticates a user, the user is assigned a role by CPPM and if the role is not
defined on theMobility Access Switch, the role attributes can also be automatically downloaded. Following
enhancements are introduced in ArubaOS 7.3:

l Define ip access-list eth and ip access-list mac ACL and reference them under user-role.

l Define the following attributes in CPPM:

n qos-profile

n interface-profile voip-profile

n policer-profile

n aaa authentication captive-portal

n user-role re-authentication interval

n time-range

n periodic

n absolute

l Support for Captive Portal downloadable role.



QoS Auto-Trust of Aruba APs

In ArubaOS 7.3, a new option, aruba-device is introduced under qos trust command to automatically trust Aruba
APs.

If an aruba-device is detected using Aruba LLDP TLV, then DSCP is preserved for the IP packets and 802.1p is
preserved for the non-IP packets, and to use qos-profile trusted command for queuingmapping. If aruba-device is
not detected, then the aruba-device falls back to pass-through and preserves DSCP/802.1pmarkings.

Layer 3 Features

This release of ArubaOS provides support for the following Layer 3 features:

Local DHCP Server Device Reservation

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3.2, theMobility Access Switch provides support for assigning a fixed IP address for a
specific device using DHCP based on theMAC address of the device. You can configure the IP address for a device
from a locally configured DHCP pool using the CLI.

Configuring DHCP Device Reservation

Use the following CLI command to configure a specific IP to a device:

(host) (config) #service dhcp

(host) (service dhcp) #exit

(host) (config) #ip dhcp pool <pool>

(host) (dhcp server profile "<pool>") #network <address> <mask>

(host) (dhcp server profile "<pool>") #hardware-address <mac-address> ip-address <address>

(host) (dhcp server profile "<pool>") #exit

(host) (config) #interface vlan <id>

(host) (vlan "<id>") #ip address <addr> <mask>

(host) (vlan "<id>") #no shut

Sample Configuration

(host) #configure terminal

(host) (config) #service dhcp

(host) (service dhcp) #exit

(host) (config) #ip dhcp pool pool_4

(host) (dhcp server profile "pool_4") #network 4.4.4.0 255.255.255.0

(host) (dhcp server profile "pool_4") #hardware-address 00:00:ac:07:01:13 ip-address 4.4.4.2

(host) (dhcp server profile "pool_4") #hardware-address 00:00:ac:07:01:14 ip-address 4.4.4.3

(host) (dhcp server profile "pool_4") #hardware-address 00:00:ac:07:01:15 ip-address 4.4.4.4

(host) (dhcp server profile "pool_4") #exit

(host) (config) #interface vlan 4

(host) (vlan "4") #ip address 4.4.4.1 255.255.255.0

(host) (vlan "4") #no shut

Verifying DHCP Reservation Configuration

In ArubaOS 7.3.2 ,the show ip dhcp binding command output does not display the DHCP reservation details.

Use the following command to view a configured DHCP pool with device reservations:

(host) #show ip dhcp pool pool_4

dhcp server profile "pool_4"

----------------------------

Parameter Value

--------- -----

Domain name for the pool N/A

DHCP server pool 4.4.4.0/255.255.255.0

DHCP pool lease time 0 days 12 hr 0 min 0 sec

ArubaOS7.3.2.1 | Release Notes What’sNew in thisRelease | 11
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Vendor Class Identifier ArubaAP

DHCP default router address N/A

Configure DNS servers N/A

Configure netbios name servers N/A

DHCP Option N/A

Exclude address N/A

Device reservation 00:00:ac:07:01:13 4.4.4.2

Device reservation 00:00:ac:07:01:14 4.4.4.3

Device reservation 00:00:ac:07:01:15 4.4.4.4

Use the following command to view the DHCP reserved IP assigned to the device:

(host) #show ip dhcp reserved

DHCP Server Device Reservation Information

------------------------------------------

Vlan Hardware Address Reserved IP Address

---- ---------------- -------------------

4 00:00:ac:07:01:14 4.4.4.3

4 00:00:ac:07:01:13 4.4.4.2

Limitations

l If there aremore than 498 DHCP reservations, the output of the show ip dhcp pool <poolname> command
does not display anything.

l When the number of DHCP reservations exceeds 695 the leased IPs are not displayed in the output of the show
ip dhcp reserved command .

l After a system switchover, the list of DHCP reservations do not appear in the output of the show ip dhcp
reserved command .

Support for Egress ACLs on Routed VLAN Interface (RVI)

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3.2, theMobility Access Switch provides support for configuring egress ACLs on the
Routed VLAN interfaces (RVI). TheMobility Access Switch supports only permit and deny options on the egress
ACL. If both port egress ACL and router egress ACL are applicable, then by default the port egress ACL takes
precedence over the RVI egress ACL. However, you can choose to configure the RVI egress ACL or the port egress
ACL to have a higher priority globally.

Configuring Egress ACL on a RVI

Use the following command to configure egress ACLs on an RVI:

(host) (config) #interface vlan <id>

(host) (vlan "<id>") #ip access-group out <acl-name>

You can only apply the standard, stateless, and extended ACLs on an RVI.

Sample Configuration

(host) (config) #interface vlan 25

(host) (vlan "25") #ip access-group out egr-acl

Verifying the configuration for egress ACL on RVI

Use the following command to verify the egress ACL configuration on the RVI:

(host) #show interface-config vlan 25

vlan "25"

---------

Parameter Value

--------- -----

Interface OSPF profile N/A

Interface PIM profile N/A



Interface IGMP profile N/A

Interface VRRP profile N/A

Directed Broadcast Enabled Disabled

Interface shutdown Disabled

Session-processing Disabled

mtu 1500

IP Address 25.0.0.1/255.255.255.0

IP NAT Inside Disabled

IPv6 Address N/A

IPv6 link local Address N/A

DHCP client Disabled

DHCP relay profile N/A

Ingress ACL N/A

Egress ACL egr-acl

Interface description N/A

Configuring Priority for Egress ACLs

Execute the following command to configure the egress ACL priority to RVI globally:

(host) (config) #ip egress-acl-priority rvi

Execute the following command to configure the egress ACL priority to port globally:

(host) (config) #ip egress-acl-priority port

If session-processing is enabled on an RVI, the configured egress ACL priority is not effective. In such cases, both ACLs
are applied and the packets are forwarded only when both ACLs permit.

Verifying Egress ACL Priority Configuration

Execute the following command to verify the egress ACL priority configuration:

(host) (config) #show ip egress-acl-priority

ACL with highest egress priority: RVI

OSPF Route Summarization Overview

Route summarization, also called route aggregation, is amethod of minimizing the number of routing entries in a
routing table. Starting from ArubaOS 7.3.1, Mobility Access Switch supports OSPF Route summarization
functionality. This feature provides benefits such as minimizing number of routing tables, reducing the routing traffic,
andminimizing the Shortest Path First (SPF) computation time in anOSPF network.

There are two types of summarization:

l External route summarization: External route summarization is specific to external routes that are injected into
OSPF using route re-distribution. Ensure that external ranges that are being summarized are contiguous. The
external route summarization can be done on Autonomous System Border Routers (ASBRs).

l Inter-area route summarization: You can configure inter-area route summarization on Area Border Routers
(ABRs) and summarize routes between areas in the autonomous system.

Configuring OSPF Route Summarization

Use the following command to configure external route summarization:

(host) (config)# router ospf

(host) (Global OSPF profile)# summary-address <ip> <netmask>

Use the following command to configure inter-area route summarization to consolidate and summarize the routes at
the boundary:

(host) (config)# router ospf

(host) (Global OSPF profile)# area-range <ip> <netmask> <area-id>

ArubaOS7.3.2.1 | Release Notes What’sNew in thisRelease | 13
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Sample Configuration

To configure external routes:

In the following example, the summary address 10.7.0.0/20 includes the addresses 10.7.0.1, 10.7.8.1, 10.7.12.1,
and so on. However, only the address 10.7.0.0/20 is advertised in an external Link-State Advertisement (LSA).

(host) (config) #router ospf

(host) (Global OSPF profile) # router-id 2.3.4.5

(host) (Global OSPF profile) # summary-address 10.7.0.0 255.255.240.0

(host) (Global OSPF profile) # exit

(host) (config) #interface vlan 3333

(host) (vlan "3333") # ip address 10.7.0.1 255.255.248.0

(host) (vlan "3333") # exit

(host) (config) #interface vlan 400

(host) (vlan "400") # ip address 10.7.8.1 255.255.252.0

(host) (vlan "400") # exit

(host) (config) #interface vlan 4000

(host) (vlan "4000") # ip address 10.7.12.1 255.255.254.0

To configure inter-area route summarization:

The following example specifies one summary route to be advertised by the ABR to other areas for VLANs 10, 20, 30
and 40.

(host) (config)# router ospf

(host) (Global OSPF profile)# interface-profile ospf-profile “area254”

(host) (Interface OSPF profile "area254") #cost 1000

(host) (Interface OSPF profile "area254") #area 10.0.0.254

(host) (Interface OSPF profile "area254") # exit

(host) (config)# interface vlan 10

(host) (vlan 10)# ip address 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0

(host) (vlan 10)# ospf-profile area254

(host) (vlan 10)# exit

(host) (config)# interface vlan 20

(host) (vlan 20)# ip address 192.168.2.0 255.255.255.0

(host) (vlan 20)# ospf-profile area254

(host) (vlan 20)# exit

(host) (config)# interface vlan 30

(host) (vlan 30)# ip address 192.168.3.0 255.255.255.0

(host) (vlan 30)# ospf-profile area254

(host) (vlan 30)# exit

(host) (config)# interface vlan 40

(host) (vlan 40)# ip address 192.168.4.0 255.255.255.0

(host) (vlan 40)# ospf-profile area254

(host) (vlan 40)# exit

(host) (config)# router ospf

(host) (Global OSPF profile)# area-range 192.168.0.0 255.255.0.0 10.0.0.254

PIM-SM and PIM-SSM for IGMPv3

ArubaOS 7.3.1 provides support for IGMP version 3 to enable PIM - SparseMode (PIM-SM) protocol and source
filtering using the source specific multicast (SSM) protocol. Clients can request for traffic only from a specific source
list in a given group of addresses using SSM. By default, IGMPv2 is enabled on theMobility Access Switch. You
can enable IGMPv3 and SSM on aMobility Access Switch using the CLI.

Enabling IGMPv3

You can enable IGMPv3 by using the following command under the IGMP profile:

(host) (config) # interface-profile igmp-profile <profile-name>

(host) (Interface IGMP profile "<profile-name>") #version v3



Disabling IGMP version 3 using the no version v3 command enables the IGMP version 2.

Sample Configuration

(host) (config) # interface-profile igmp-profile IGMPv3

(host) (Interface IGMP profile "IGMPv3") #version v3

Enabling PIM-SSM

Use the following CLI command to enable PIM-SSM on theMobility Access Switch:

(host) (config) #router pim

(host) (Global PIM profile) # ssm

Viewing List of SSM Addresses

Execute the following command to view the list of source addresses for the specified group of addresses:

(host) #show ip igmp groups <group_ip> detail

The following command displays the source list details for the IP group, 225.1.2.3:

(host) #show ip igmp groups 225.1.2.3 detail

Interface: vlan4001

Group: 225.1.2.3

Uptime: 00h:04m:56s

Group Mode: INCLUDE

Group Compatibility Mode: IGMPV3

Group Expiry: Never

Last Reporter: 144.40.40.41

Group source list

-----------------

Source UpTime Expiry Last Member Query

------ ------ ------ -----------------

99.99.99.100 00h:04m:56s 00h:04m:12s NOT RUNNING

Viewing SSMRange of Mroutes

Use the following command to view the SSM range of Mroutes:

(host) #show ip pim-ssm mroute

IP Multicast Route Table

Flags: D - Dense, S - Sparse, s - SSM, C - Connected Receiver,

J - Join SPT, R - RP-bit set, T - SPT bit set

F - Register Flag, N - Null Register, A - Assert Winner

(99.99.99.100,232.1.2.3), 04h:30m:18s/00h:00m:00s, flags: sSJ

Incoming Interface: vlan356, RPF nbr: 3.5.5.6

Outgoing Interface List:

vlan4001, 04h:30m:18s

(99.99.99.100,232.1.2.4), 04h:30m:18s/00h:00m:00s, flags: sSJ

Incoming Interface: vlan356, RPF nbr: 3.5.5.6

Outgoing Interface List:

vlan4001, 04h:30m:18s

(99.99.99.100,232.1.2.5), 04h:30m:18s/00h:00m:00s, flags: sSJ

Incoming Interface: vlan356, RPF nbr: 3.5.5.6

Outgoing Interface List:

vlan4001, 04h:30m:18s

(99.99.99.100,232.1.2.6), 04h:30m:18s/00h:00m:00s, flags: sSJ

Incoming Interface: vlan356, RPF nbr: 3.5.5.6

Outgoing Interface List:

vlan4001, 04h:30m:18s

(99.99.99.100,232.1.2.7), 04h:30m:18s/00h:00m:00s, flags: sSJ

Incoming Interface: vlan356, RPF nbr: 3.5.5.6
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Use the following command to view the SSM Range of Mroutes installed in the hardware:

(host) # show ip pim-ssm mcache

IP Multicast Cache

Flags: T - Bridge/Trapped, D - Discard, R - Route

(99.99.99.100/32,232.1.2.3/32), flags:R, IIF:vlan356

OIF:

vlan4001

(99.99.99.100/32,232.1.2.4/32), flags:R, IIF:vlan356

OIF:

vlan4001

(99.99.99.100/32,232.1.2.5/32), flags:R, IIF:vlan356

OIF:

vlan4001

(99.99.99.100/32,232.1.2.6/32), flags:R, IIF:vlan356

OIF:

vlan4001

(99.99.99.100/32,232.1.2.7/32), flags:R, IIF:vlan356

OIF:

vlan4001

(99.99.99.100/32,232.1.2.8/32), flags:R, IIF:vlan356

OIF:

vlan4001

Viewing IGMPv3 Statistics

Use the following command to view the IGMPv3 statistics:

(host) # show ip igmp stats interface vlan 3333

Flags: IN - INCLUDE, EX - EXCLUDE, SRC - SOURCE, lmqt - Last Member Query Timer

IGMP Statistics

---------------

Interface Counter Value

--------- ------- -----

vlan3333 Rx v1v2 Queries 0000

Rx v1v2 Reports 0000

Rx Leaves 0000

Tx v2 Queries 0000

Rx v3 Queries 0000

Rx v3 Reports 66182

Rx v3 IS_IN record 33091

Rx v3 IS_EX record 0000

Rx v3 TO_IN record 0000

Rx v3 TO_EX record 0000

Rx v3 BLOCK_SRC record 0000

Rx v3 ALLOW_SRC record 33091

Tx v3 General Queries 0312

Tx v3 Group Queries 0000

Tx v3 (S,G) Queries 0000

Tx v3 (S,G) lmqt Queries 0000

ArubaOS 7.3 provides support for the following Layer 3 features:

Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3, theMobility Access Switch supports Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP).
VRRP enables a group of Layer 3 configuredMobility Access Switches to form a single virtual router. LAN clients
may be configured with the virtual router IP as the default gateway.

Policy Based Routing

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3, Mobility Access Switch provides support for Policy-Based Routing (PBR) to provide a
flexible mechanism for forwarding data packets based on polices configured by a network administrator. By default,



PBR is disabled. When enabled, you can implement policies that selectively cause packets to take different paths.

Layer 3 Generic Router Encapsulation (L3 GRE)

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3, theMobility Access Switch supports L3 connectivity throughGRE tunnel. L3 GRE
tunnel extends VLANs across Mobility Access Switches and Aruba controllers. GRE encapsulates Layer-3 frames
with a GRE header and transmits through an IP tunnel over the cloud.

OSPFv2 with L3 GRE

OSPFv2 allows theMobility Access Switch to be effectively deployed in a Layer 3 topology. ArubaOS 7.3 introduces
OSPFv2 support to L3GRE tunnel interface.

Layer 2 Features

This release of ArubaOS provides support for the following Layer 2 features:

Enhancement to Storm Control Bandwidth

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3.2, the storm-control-bandwidth can be set to as low as 1%. It is configured under the
switching profile and applied to an interface. In earlier versions of ArubaOS, the lowest value allowed was 50%. The
default value remains same as the previous versions which is 50%.

The storm-control-bandwidth is themaximum combined limit of broadcast, unknown-unicast andmulticast traffic
(not enabled by default) on an interface. For example, if the bandwidth rate is set to 10%, any mix of broadcast,
unknown-unicast andmulticast traffic up to 10% of the interface speed is allowed.

In the following sample, the storm-control-bandwidth is configured to 10% on interface 0/0/20 :

(host) (config) #interface-profile switching-profile STORM_CONTROL

(host) (switching profile "STORM_CONTROL") #storm-control-bandwidth 10

(host) (switching profile "STORM_CONTROL") #storm-control-unknown-unicast

(host) (switching profile "STORM_CONTROL") #storm-control-multicast

(host) (switching profile "STORM_CONTROL") #storm-control-broadcast

(host) (switching profile "STORM_CONTROL") #exit

(host) (config) #interface gigabitethernet 0/0/20

(host) (gigabitethernet "0/0/20") #switching-profile STORM_CONTROL

You can verify the configuration using the following CLI command:

(host) #show interface-profile switching-profile STORM_CONTROL

switching profile "STORM_CONTROL"

---------------------------------

Parameter Value

--------- -----

Switchport mode access

Access mode VLAN 1

Trunk mode native VLAN 1

Enable broadcast traffic rate limiting Enabled

Enable multicast traffic rate limiting Enabled

Enable unknown unicast traffic rate limiting Enabled

Max allowed rate limit traffic on port in percentage 10

Trunk mode allowed VLANs 1-4094

BPDU Filter

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3.2, theMobility Access Switch provides support for Bridge Protocol Data Units (BPDU)
filtering. By default, BPDU filter is disabled on all interfaces. You can configure the BPDU filter in one of the
followingmodes:

l Default—If you enable the default BPDU filter on an interface, theMobility Access Switch first verifies if it is a
genuine edge-port by sending a few BPDUs (11 BPDUs). If no response is received, it enables BPDU filter
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(stops sending BPDUs) on this port.The BPDU filter gets disabled, if it receives any BPDUs from the remote-end
port.

The default BPDU filter is applicable only for portfast enabled interfaces.

l Unconditional—If you enable unconditional BPDU filter on an interface, the port disables BPDU processing
irrespective of the portfast configuration. In this case, the port neither sends nor processes any BPDUs received
on this interface.

If the ports configured with unconditional BPDU filter are connected to hubs, concentrators, switches, or bridges, it may
cause bridging loops. Hence, it is recommended to connect the ports only to single hosts when unconditional
BPDU filter is enabled.

Configuring BPDU Filter

You can configure the BPDU filter on anMSTP or a PVST profile and apply it to an interface using the CLI.

Use the following CLI commands to enable the BPDU filter on anMSTP profile:

(host) (config) # interface-profile mstp-profile <profile-name>

To enable default BPDU Filter, execute the following command:

(host) (Interface MSTP "<profile-name>") # portfast

(host) (Interface MSTP "<profile-name>") # bpdufilter default

To enable unconditional BPDU Filter, execute the following command:

(host) (Interface MSTP "<profile-name>") # bpdufilter unconditional

You can also configure the BPDU filter on a PVST profile similar to the MSTP profile.

Sample configuration

To enable default BPDU filter on the interface 0/0/1, execute the following commands:

(host) (config) # interface-profile mstp-profile profile-1

(host) (Interface MSTP "profile-1") # portfast

(host) (Interface MSTP "profile-1") # bpdufilter default

(host) (Interface MSTP "profile-1") # exit

(host) (config) # interface gigabitethernet 0/0/1

(host) (gigabitethernet "0/0/1") # mstp-profile profile-1

Verifying BPDU Filter Configuration

Use the following CLI command to verify the BPDU filter configuration:

(host) (config) #show interface-profile mstp-profile profile-1

Interface MSTP "profile-1"

---------------------

Parameter Value

--------- -----

Instance port cost N/A

Instance port priority N/A

point-to-point Disabled

portfast Enabled

portfast on trunk Disabled

rootguard Disabled

loopguard Disabled

bpduguard Disabled

bpduguard auto recovery time N/A

bpdufilter unconditional disabled



bpdufilter default Enabled

Veiwing Spanning Tree Information

Use the following command to view the spanning tree information on a BPDU filter enabled interface:

(host) (config) # show spanning-tree mstp interface gigabitethernet 0/0/1 detail

(GE0/0/1) of MST 0 is root forwarding

Port path cost 20000, Port priority 128, Port identifier 128.1

Designated Root ID priority: 4096, Address: 000b.866a.4000

Designated Bridge ID priority: 32768, Address: 001a.1e0e.1880

Number of transitions to forwarding state: 1

Link type is point-to-point by default, Internal

BPDU sent: 11, Received: 0

Port Fast: OperEdge

Root guard: Disabled

Loop guard: Disabled

Bpdu guard: Disabled

Bpdu guard auto recovery time: 0

Bpdu filter (unconditional): Disabled

Bpdu filter: Enabled

Link Aggregation Control Protocol—Independent State

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3.1 , Mobility Access Switch allows the users to configure the ethernet ports in Link
Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) Independent state. With this feature enabled, when ethernet ports in an LACP
enabled device are connected to an LACP disabled device, the incompatible ports are put into Independent (I) state.
When in Independent state, the ports continue to carry data traffic similar to any other single link without any change
in the port configuration.

By default, this feature is enabled on theMobility Access Switch. You can enable or disable this feature on the LACP
profile using the CLI.

Important Points to Remember

l An LACP Independent state enabled interface falls to Independent state in the following scenarios:

n When LACPDUs are not received from the peer. This is determined by the LACP timeout timer configured in
the LACP profile .

n When both the peers connected are in passivemode.

l Any LACP enabled interface in Independent state has the following behavior:

n It continues to send the LACPDUs periodically.

n It inherits all configuration parameters from the parent port-channel (Example:  switching-profile).

n It supports only those features supported on a LAGmember (mstp-profile and poe-profile) if enabled on the
parent port-channel.

n It bundles back into port-channel and behaves as a LAGmember upon receiving LACPDUs from the peer.

n It clears the LLDP neighbor entries learnt (after timeout) upon joining the bundle to form a port-channel .

Configuring LACP 'I' state

You can configure the LACP Independent state using the following CLI command:

(host) (config) #interface-profile lacp-profile lacp

(host) (LACP "lacp") # independent-state

Verifying LACP 'I' State Configuration

You can verify the LACP Independent state configuration using the following CLI command:

(host) #show interface port-channel 5

port-channel 5 is administratively Up, Link is Up, Line protocol is Down
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Hardware is Port-Channel, LACP enabled, Address is 00:0b:86:6a:c1:c0

Description: Link Aggregate

Member port(s):

GE1/0/12 is administratively Up, Link is Up, Line protocol is UP (LACP-I)

Speed: 0 Mbps

Interface index: 1446

MTU 1514 bytes

Flags: Access, Trusted

Link status last changed: 1d 21h:49m:36s ago

Last clearing of counters: 1d 21h:49m:36s ago

Statistics:

Received 118368 frames, 19215896 octets

0 pps, 1.775 Kbps

0 broadcasts, 0 runts, 0 giants, 0 throttles

0 error octets, 0 CRC frames

118368 multicast, 0 unicast

Transmitted 5502 frames, 704256 octets

0 pps, 509 bps

0 broadcasts, 0 throttles

0 errors octets, 0 deferred

0 collisions, 0 late collisions

GE1/0/12:

Statistics:

Received 118368 frames, 19215896 octets

0 pps, 1.775 Kbps

0 broadcasts, 0 runts, 0 giants, 0 throttles

0 error octets, 0 CRC frames

118368 multicast, 0 unicast

Transmitted 5502 frames, 704256 octets

0 pps, 509 bps

0 broadcasts, 0 throttles

0 errors octets, 0 deferred

0 collisions, 0 late collisions

The I flag in the following command output indicates that the corresponding interface is in Independent state:

(host) (config) #show interface brief

Interface Admin Link Line Protocol Speed/Duplex

--------- ----- ---- ------------- -------------

GE1/0/12 Enable Up Up (LACP-I) 1 Gbps / Full

Pc5 Enable Up Down N/A

MGMT Enable Up Up 1 Gbps / Full

Execute the following command to check the number of LACPDUs sent or received on an interface in Independent
state:

(host) (config) # show lacp 5 counters

LACP Counter Table

------------------

Port LACPDUTx LACPDURx MrkrTx MrkrRx MrkrRspTx MrkrRspRx rrPktRx

---- -------- -------- ------ ------ --------- --------- --------

GE1/0/12 26 30 0 0 0 0 0

Portfast on Trunk Ports

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3, theMobility Access Switch supports portfast functionality on trunk ports. Previously,
portfast was supported only on access ports.

Security Features

This release of ArubaOS provides support for the following security features:



Authentication Enhancements

ArubaOS 7.3.1 provides support for the following authentication enhancements to ensure that the clients get the
IP address in the correct VLAN:

l Pre-authentication Role on page 21

l Deny DHCP Role for 802.1x Authentication on page 22

l Delay EAP Success for dot1x Authentication on page 23

Pre-authentication Role

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3.1Mobility Access Switch introduces a new role, preauth in the system. This role is
assigned to a client until it derives the final role after passing through all the configured authenticationmethods.
Hence, the policies defined on an intermediate role do not get applied on the client traffic. This avoids the clients from
obtaining an IP address through DHCP in a subnet different from the final VLAN derived.

By default, this feature is disabled. You can use the CLI to configure preauth role on theMobility Access Switch. By
default, no ACL is configured as part of the preauth role and hence, it will deny all L2/L3 traffic from the device
except the control packets. You cannot delete this role from the system. However, youmay configure ACLs in it to
allow specific traffic.

It is recommended not to configure allow dhcp ACE in the preauth role to avoid obtaining an intermediate IP address
before passing through all the configured authentication methods.

Configuring Pre-authentication Role

You can enable the preauth role on theMobility Access Switch in the aaa profile command using CLI:

(host) (config) # aaa profile <profile-name>

(host) (AAA Profile "<profile-name>") # preauth

Sample Configuration

(host) (config) # aaa profile Profile1

(host) (AAA Profile "Profile1") # preauth

Verifying Pre-authentication Role Configuration

You can verify the preauth role configuration using the following show command:

(host) (AAA Profile "Profile1") #show aaa profile Profile1

(host) #show aaa profile Profile1

AAA Profile "Profile1"

-------------------

Parameter Value

--------- -----

Initial role logon

MAC Authentication Profile N/A

MAC Authentication Default Role guest

MAC Authentication Server Group default

802.1X Authentication Profile N/A

802.1X Authentication Default Role guest

802.1X Authentication Server Group N/A

Download Role from ClearPass Enabled

L2 Authentication Fail Through Enabled

RADIUS Accounting Server Group N/A

RADIUS Interim Accounting Disabled

XML API server N/A

AAA unreachable role N/A

RFC 3576 server N/A

User derivation rules N/A
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SIP authentication role N/A

Preauth Enabled

Enforce DHCP Disabled

Authentication Failure Blacklist Time 3600 sec

Viewing Pre-authentication Role Assignment

You can use the show station table command to view the role assignment for the clients. The Role column in the
output displays preauth until the clients derive the final role after all the configured authenticationmethods are
complete. After the clients pass through all the configured authenticationmethods, the Role column in the output
displays the final role derived by the clients.

(host) #show station-table

Station Entry

-------------

MAC Name Role Age(d:h:m) Auth Interface Profile

------------ ------ ---- ---------- ---- --------- -------

00:60:6e:00:f1:7d 00606e00f17d preauth 00:00:00 No 0/0/8 Profile1

Station Entries: 1

Limitations

The DHCP discovery time interval for a device connected to a network may increase if the authentication time
increases. The authentication timemay increase due to one of the following reasons:

l Large number of servers in a server group.

l User delay in providing 802.1x credentials.

l Increased value of retransmit and time out intervals configured for the servers.

Recommendations

To improve the DHCP discovery time for devices that do not support 802.1x authentication, it is recommended to
adjust the following values in the aaa authentication dot1x profile:

l Set the reauth-max value to 1.

l Set the timer idrequest_period value to 10 for preboot execution environment (PXE) clients and 20 or lower for
non-PXE clients.

However, it is recommended to set these values in the dot1x profile based on your network settings.

Deny DHCP Role for 802.1x Authentication

Deny DHCP is an enhancement added to the 802.1x profile to ensure that the 802.1x clients obtain the correct
IP addresses in the correct VLANs/subnets by denying DHCP requests from the clients till the dot1x authentication
is complete. If this feature is enabled, theMobility Access Switch enforces the denydhcp role to the 802.1x clients
till the authentication is complete. In themeantime if there are any DHCP requests from the client, theMobility
Access Switch drops the requests until the client derives the final role. After the 802.1x authentication is complete,
the client derives the final role and overwrites the denydhcp role. After the final VLAN is assigned, if the final role of
the client allows DHCP, the client will get an IP address in the correct subnet. By default, this option is disabled.

Configuring Deny DHCP Role

You can configure the denydhcp role in the aaa authentication dot1x profile using the following commands:

(host) (config) #aaa authentication dot1x <profile-name>

(host) (802.1X Authentication Profile "<profile-name>") #deny-dhcp



Sample Configuration

(host) (config) #aaa authentication dot1x Profile1

(host) (802.1X Authentication Profile "Profile1") #deny-dhcp

Verifying Deny DHCP Configuration

Use the following command to verify if dhcpdeny role is enabled on a dot1x profile:

(host) #show aaa authentication dot1x Profile1

802.1X Authentication Profile "Profile1"

-------------------------------------

Parameter Value

--------- -----

...

Deny DHCP Enabled

...

Delay EAP Success for dot1x Authentication

The new command delay-eap-success under the 802.1x profile helps the clients to obtain an IP address in the
correct VLAN by introducing a delay of one second in sending the EAP Success message to the client after it
completes the 802.1x authentication. This option is disabled by default.

Configuring Delay EAP Success

Execute the following command under the aaa authentication dot1x profile to delay the EAP Success message to
the clients by one second:

(host) (config) #aaa authentication dot1x Profile1

(host) (802.1X Authentication Profile "Profile1") #delay-eap-success

Verifying Delay EAP Success Configuration

Use the following command to verify if delay-eap-success is enabled on the dot1x profile:

(host) #show aaa authentication dot1x Profile1

802.1X Authentication Profile "Profile1"

-------------------------------------

Parameter Value

--------- -----

...

Delay EAP Success Enabled

...

Enable/Disable Ports for WebUI and Captive Portal

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3.1, Mobility Access Switch provides support for disabling or re-enabling the ports for
WebUI and Captive portal. Use the following new CLI options under the web-server command to enable or disable
ports forWebUI and Captive Portal configuration. By default, these ports are enabled.

To enableWebUI port, use the following command:

(host) (Web Server Configuration) #mgmt-ui-ports

To disableWebUI port, use the following command:

(host) (Web Server Configuration) #no mgmt-ui-ports

To enable Captive Portal port, use the following command:

(host) (Web Server Configuration) #captive-portal-ports

To disable Captive Portal port, use the following command:

(host) (Web Server Configuration) #no captive-portal-ports
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Stateful Firewall Policy (Session ACL)

A session ACL is a stateful firewall which keeps track of the state of network connections such as TCP streams and
UDP communication that hit the firewall. The firewall distinguishes the legitimate packets for different types of
connections and allows only those packets that match a known active connection.

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3, theMobility Access Switch provides support for stateful firewall using the session ACLs
which can be applied on user-roles. Mobility Access Switch enforces the stateful firewall policy exclusively on the
traffic routed through a firewall-enabled VLAN interface (uplink VLAN) and forwards the internal traffic in a stateless
manner.

For more information on Stateful Firewall Policy, see ArubaOS 7.3 User Guide.

DHCP Snooping

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3, theMobility Access Switch provides support for DHCP snooping. When DHCP
snooping is enabled, the system snoops the DHCP messages to view DHCP lease information and builds. It also
maintains a database of valid IP address toMAC address bindings called the DHCP snooping database. DHCP
snooping helps to build the binding database to support security features such as IP Source Guard (IPSG) and
Dynamic ARP Inspection (DAI).

Dynamic ARP Inspection

Dynamic ARP Inspection (DAI) is a security feature introduced in ArubaOS 7.3 that validates ARP packets in a
network. DAI intercepts, logs, and discards ARP packets with invalid IP-to-MAC address bindings.

IP Source Guard

IP Source Guard (IPSG) functionality introduced in ArubaOS 7.3 restricts IP addresses from an untrusted interface
to the list of addresses in the DHCP binding database or manually configured IP source bindings to prevent IP
spoofing attacks. When IPSG is enabled on an interface, theMobility Access Switch blocks all IP traffic received on
the interface, except for DHCP packets allowed by DHCP snooping. The port allows only IP traffic with a source IP
address in the IP source binding table and denies all other traffic.

Sticky MAC

Sticky MAC is a port security feature that dynamically learns MAC addresses on an interface and retains theMAC
information in case theMobility Access Switch reboots. Enabling Sticky MAC in conjunction with MAC limit restricts
the number of MAC addresses learning.

Sticky MAC withMAC limit prevents Layer 2 denial of service (DoS) attacks, overflow attacks on the Ethernet
switching table, and DHCP starvation attacks by limiting theMAC addresses allowed while still allowing the
interface to dynamically learn a specified number of MAC addresses. The interface is secured because after the limit
has been reached, additional devices cannot connect to the port.

Sticky MAC is disabled by default.

Router ACLs (RACLs)

Router ACLs perform access control on all traffic entering the specified Routed VLAN Interface. Router ACLs
provide access control based on the Layer 3 addresses or Layer 4 port information and ranges. Router ACLs can
only be applied to ingress traffic.

Platform Features

This release of ArubaOS provides support for the following platform features:



Enhancements to PoE Alarms

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3.2.1, a new alarm, Inline Power Detected On <slot/port/module> is introduced in the
Mobility Access Switch to indicate that an interface is receiving power from another PoE source. This major alarm is
indicated by the Status LED in the front panel with a blinking amber. You can view the active alarms using the show
alarms command.

The following sample indicates that the interfaces GE0/0/1 andGE0/0/13 are receiving power from another PoE
source:

(host) #show alarms

2 Active Alarms in the System

-----------------------------

Class Time Description

----- ---- -----------

Major 2014-06-19 14:12:38 (IST) Inline Power Detected On GE0/0/1

Major 2014-06-19 14:12:57 (IST) Inline Power Detected On GE0/0/13

Enhancements to PoE Management Profile

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3.2, theMobility Access Switch allows you to configure a time delay while applying the
PoE configuration between each port. For example, if you configure a delay of 2 seconds and if the PoE configuration
is applied on port 0 at t seconds, then the PoE configuration is applied on port 1 at t+2 seconds, port 2 at t+4 seconds
and so on. A new CLI command, config-delay is introduced under the PoE management profile to configure the
delay time inmilli seconds. The allowed range is between 0 to 30000ms in steps of 100ms. The default value is 2000
ms.

Configuring Delay Time

Execute the following commands to configure the delay time for applying the PoE configuration between ports:

(host) (config) #poe-management-profile slot <0-7>

(host) (poe-management profile "<0-7>") #config-delay <config-delay>

Sample Configuration

(host) (config) #poe-management-profile slot 0

(host) (poe-management profile "0") #config-delay 3000

Verifying Delay Configuration

Execute the following command to verify the configured delay time for applying the PoE configuration between ports:

(host) #show poe-management-profile slot 0

poe-management profile "0"

--------------------------

Parameter Value

--------- -----

Power Management Algorithm dynamic

Guard band for PoE controller 11000

Cisco Pre-Standard compatibility Disabled

Delay in applying config for PoE controller 3000

Support for EX and ZX Optics

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3.1, theMobility Access Switch provides support for the EX and ZX 1000BASE optical
SFP transceivers.

PoE Negotiation over LLDP

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3, theMobility Access Switch provides support for PoE negotiation over LLDP. By default,
PoE negotiation via LLDP is enabled on all the PoE interfaces of theMobility Access Switch.

For more information on PoE Negotiation over LLDP, see ArubaOS 7.3 User Guide.
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Management and Monitoring Features

The followingmanagement andmonitoring features were introduced in ArubaOS 7.3:

Enhanced USB Operations

TheMobility Access Switch can read and write files to an attached USB drive which can be used to upgrade
software images or configurations files and also backup configurations or stored files on the local flash. Directories
on the USB drive can also be created, deleted or viewed in addition to renaming and deleting files.

Small Form-factor Pluggable Diagnostics

The Small Form-factor Pluggable (SFP) is a compact, hot-pluggable transceiver used for both telecommunication
and data communications applications. SFP diagnostic enables to view detailed information of the transceivers
connected to theMobility Access Switch.

Stacking Features

This release of ArubaOS provides support for the following stacking feature:

Enhancements to Stacking Operations

Starting from ArubaOS 7.3.0.1, theMobility Access Switch enables you to delete any stackingmember from the
primary member itself. You can specify the <member-id> under the delete stacking interface stack command
from the primary member to delete any other member.

Resolved Issues
This section lists the issues that are resolved until ArubaOS 7.3.2.1:

Base OS Security

Bug ID Description Fixed in

102259 Symptom: ArubaOS was vulnerable to SSL/TLS Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attack.
Scenario: An attacker, using a carefully crafted handshake, forced the use of weak
keying material in OpenSSL SSL/TLS clients and servers. This was exploited by a
MITM attack where the attacker decrypted and modified traffic from the attacked client
and server. The attack was performed only between a vulnerable client and server.
All versions of OpenSSL clients are vulnerable. OpenSSL servers are only known to
be vulnerable in OpenSSL version 1.0.1 and 1.0.2-beta1.x. This issue was not
limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.

7.3.2.1

102317 Symptom: The Mobility Access Switch did not support more than two IP addresses
for a given MAC address on untrusted ports.
Scenario: This issue was observed when the uplink interface was configured as
untrusted interface on the Mobility Access Switch running ArubaOS 7.3.2.

7.3.2.1

97098 Symptom: Users remained in preauth role and did not move to Unreachable role
when authentication servers were out of service.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS
7.3.1 when all the following conditions were met:
l When preauth feature was enabled.
l When MAC authentication and dot1x authentication were configured in the same

server group where the servers were unreachable.
l If the clients trying to authenticate were 802.1x clients.

7.3.2

Table 2: Fixed BaseOS Security Issues



Bug ID Description Fixed in

95940 Symptom: Wired clients failed to recover from unreachable role when authentication
server was unable to come back to In-service state.
Scenario: This issue was observed in S3500 Mobility Access Switch running
ArubaOS 7.2.2.

7.3.1

87971 Symptom: The Captive portal redirect IP address setting (ip cp-redirect-address
A.B.C.D) would be ignored and displayed as 0.0.0.0 in the show ip cp-redirect-
address command output after a switchover or reload of a Mobility Access Switch.
Scenario: This issue occurred only when the loopback IP was set as the switch IP
and if the Captive portal redirect address was explicitly configured on the Mobility
Access Switch running ArubaOS 7.3.

7.3.0.1

67920 Symptom: If both MAC and 802.1x authentication were configured in a AAA profile,
and if MAC authentication failed, then the client stayed in the initial role and did not
attempt 802.1x authentication. This issue is resolved by ensuring that the Mobility
Access Switch performs 802.1x authentication irrespective of whether MAC
authentication succeeds or fails.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or
release version.

7.3

70396 Symptom: During authentication or role assignment, when a VLAN was derived at
various stages (switching profile based, UDR derived VLAN, MAC and/or dot1x
derived VLAN), the clients sometimes received an IP from one of the intermediate
VLANs. This issue was resolved by not assigning a VLAN to the client until the
client's authentication status is known. Also, it is recommended to use initial role as
denyall.
Scenario: This issue was triggered when a client completed the DHCP process and
received an IP from an old VLAN before moving it to the new VLAN.

7.3

79415 Symptom: When a client passed the 802.1x user authentication, any cached entry for
the client in the local user database was refreshed.
Scenario: This issue was observed when machine authentication was enabled
under 802.1x profile. This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access
Switch model.

7.3

Table 2: Fixed BaseOS Security Issues
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Bug ID Description Fixed in

84593 Symptom: After successful MAC authentication, the client did not get the default MAC
authentication role.
Scenario: This issue occurred when AAA was configured with MAC authentication
with device type User Derivation Rule (UDR) to assign VLAN only. Upon successful
MAC authentication, the Mobility Access Switch assigned the device type UDR
derived VLAN to the client but did not assign the default MAC authentication role.
This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release
version.

7.3

87802 Symptom: AAAA DNS (IPv6 DNS resource record) requests from the clients were
dropped.
Scenario: This issue was observed when the clients tried resolving AAAA DNS
request on an untrusted port. This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility
Access Switch model or release version.

7.3

91390 Symptom: The default server certificate included with ArubaOS 7.2.3.0 or earlier
expires on November 21, 2013.
Upon expiration, users connecting to Captive Portal or the Mobility Access Switch
WebUI will receive a browser warning showing that the server certificate has expired.
Users may bypass the warning (with varying degrees of difficulty depending on the
browser) and continue on to use the system normally.
If EAP termination has been enabled for 802.1X, and the default certificate is being
used as the server certificate, many client operating systems will refuse to continue
the authentication process. This will result in an apparent network outage for these
users. Client operating systems may or may not display a warning message to the
user.
ArubaOS 7.3 includes a new server certificate that is valid until August 10, 2017.
For more information, see http://community.arubanetworks.com/t5/Unified-Wired-
Wireless-Access/Support-Advisory-ArubaOS-Default-Certificate-Expiration-11-21/td-
p/116511
Scenario: This issue would be observed on Mobility Access Switches running
ArubaOS 7.2.3.0 or lower.

7.3

Table 2: Fixed BaseOS Security Issues

Captive Portal

Bug
ID

Description Fixed in

95200 Symptom: The policer profile applied to a stateless ACL lost reference when the
Mobility Access Switch was reloaded.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or
release version.

7.3.1

74540 Symptom: The Preview Current Settings link in the WebUI under the Configuration >
Captive Portal page did not display the new changes configured. This issue was
resolved by displaying the new changes configured in the Captive Portal page.
Scenario: This issue was observed when the Captive Portal profile was configured with
a customized logo, background image, or a custom HTML page in the WebUI. This
issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.

7.3

Table 3: Fixed Captive Portal Issues



Configuration

Bug ID Description Fixed in

100385
101801

Symptom: The message of the day banner was corrupted in both WebUI and CLI of
the Mobility Access Switch after a reboot.
Scenario: This issue was observed when a banner message exceeded 255
characters in a single line and was configured on a Mobility Access Switch running
ArubaOS 7.3.1.0.

7.3.2.1

101225 Symptom: The message of the day banner incorrectly displayed the configured
configuration commands immediately beneath the banner motd stanza when logging
in to the Mobility Access Switch after an ArubaStack switch over.
Scenario: This issue was observed in a Mobility Access Switch running ArubaOS
7.3.0.1 or later.

7.3.2.1

91796 Symptom: A port scan of a Mobility Access Switch indicated that the TCP ports 17 and
21 were open.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or
release version.

7.3.2

93767 Symptom: The controller-ip configured in the IP profile of the Mobility Access Switch
was lost after a reboot.
Scenario: This issue occurred when the controller-ip was set to a Routed VLAN
Interface (RVI) on which ip-address dhcp-client command was configured. This issue
was observed in Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS 7.3.0.

7.3.2

96591 Symptom: The interface range command accepted invalid interface values as
arguments and did not display an error message. The fix ensures that the error
message, Invalid Port Range is now displayed when passing invalid arguments in the
interface range command.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS
7.3.1.

7.3.2

93950 Symptom: The voip-profile setting was ignored after upgrading or reloading a Mobility
Access Switch with ArubaOS 7.3 causing VoIP phones to fall into the VLAN specified
by the switching-profile instead of the voip-vlan specified in the voip-profile.
Scenario: This issue was observed when a Mobility Access Switch was upgraded or
reloaded with ArubaOS 7.3.

7.3.0.1

78868 Symptom: The show neighbor-devices command did not display the capability details
of the neighboring LLDP and CDP devices. The command output now displays the
capability information of the connected LLDP and CDP enabled peers.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or
release version.

7.3

85508 Symptom: The L2M process which handles the Layer 2 functions sometimes did not
respond to Layer 2 related show commands and displayed the following error
message:
L2M Busy, Please try later.
Scenario: A Mobility Access Switch with a large number of LLDP/CDP neighbors
experienced a high CPU utilization that affected the Layer2 specific show commands
when a MIB query was initiated. This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility
Access Switch model or release version.

7.3

Table 4: Fixed Configuration Issues
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DHCP

Bug
ID

Description Fixed in

89736 Symptom: A locally defined DHCP pool might stop working on S3500 Mobility Access
Switch running ArubaOS 7.1.3.2 or later.
Scenario: Multiple DHCP pools with /16 subnets caused the DHCP process to crash.
This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model.

7.3.0.1

Table 5: Fixed DHCP Issues

DHCP Snooping

Bug ID Description Fixed in

99661 Symptom: Devices lost network access after they re-connected from sleep mode
without first attempting to obtain an IP address using DHCP.
Scenario: This issue was observed when DHCP Snooping, IP Source Guard, and
Dynamic ARP Inspection features were enabled on a Mobility Access Switch
running ArubaOS 7.3.0 or later.

7.3.2.1

102290

Symptom: The process handling Layer 2 functions crashed when the show dhcp-
snooping-database command was executed on an ArubaStack after a member
was reloaded.
Scenario: This issue was observed when a port on the reloaded member had a
DHCP Snooping entry. This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access
Switch model or release version.

7.3.2.1

102292 Symptom: The DHCP Snooping entries were lost after a reboot even though the
entries were saved in the persistent database.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model
or release version.

7.3.2.1

Table 6: Fixed DHCP Snooping Issues

Interface

Bug
ID

Description Fixed in

96015 Symptom: The process handling the layer 2 functionalities crashed when LACP was
enabled on multiple interfaces using the interface range command.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS
7.3.1.0.

7.3.2

Table 7: Fixed Interface Issues



IPSec

Bug
ID

Description Fixed in

95634
97749

Symptom: Site-to-Site IPsec VPN tunnels randomly lost connectivity on a Mobility
Access Switch.
Scenario: This issue was observed when there were 500 or more remote Mobility
Access Switches running ArubaOS 7.3 or later versions terminating IPsec VPN tunnels
on a Mobility Controller running ArubaOS 6.3.1.3 or later versions.

7.3.2

Table 8: Fixed IPSec Issues

Layer 2 Forwarding

Bug
ID

Description Fixed in

97189 Symptom: The process handling layer 2 functions crashed when there was an RVI
present on the Mobility Access Switch.
Scenario: This issue occurred when there were a large number of MSTP state changes
or VLAN membership changes on an interface. This issue was not limited to any
specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.

7.3.2

91779 Symptom: Long duration traffic flows sometimes got interrupted as the associated ARP
table entries were incorrectly aged out.
Scenario: This issue occurred when the ARP entries were present in the table for a
long time and got aged out. This issue was observed in Mobility Access Switches
running ArubaOS 7.3.

7.3.1

93598 Symptom: The process handling the layer 2 queries did not respond. The Mobility
Access Switch displayed an L2M Busy error message when any layer 2 show
command was executed resulting in an MSTP re-convergence.
Scenario: This issue was observed when the layer 2 interfaces toggled between up
and down states on a Mobility Access Switch running ArubaOS 7.3.

7.3.1

75086 Symptom: Forwarding multicast data packets into tunnels was rate-limited to 50 pps if
the forwarding occurred solely based on IGMP snooping Mrouter port detection. For
example, no IGMP-report based receiver detected on the tunnel.
Scenario: This issue occurred in a topology with layer 2 GRE tunnel, which forwards
multicast across it. This issue was observed in Mobility Access Switches running
ArubaOS 7.2.x or later.

7.3

80862 Symptom: The untagged traffic was dropped on the trunk port. The untagged
membership has been added to the VLAN member to resolve this issue.
Scenario: This issue was observed when the native VLAN was dynamically created
using GVRP (GARP VLAN Registration Protocol). This issue was not limited to any
specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.

7.3

81402 Symptom: The layer 2 module crashed when MSTP tracing was enabled.
Scenario: This issue was observed when the peer switches sent older versions of
PDUs. This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or
release version.

7.3

Table 9: Fixed Layer 2 Forwarding Issues
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Logging

Bug
ID

Description Fixed in

60888 Symptom: The show log all command displayed incomplete log information when
executed with a filter. This command now displays the complete logs.
Scenario: This issue was observed when the command, show log all was executed
with any of the filters, begin, include, or exclude. This issue was not limited to any
specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.

7.3

78622 Symptom: No logging was done to the Syslog when the user changed the Spanning
Tree mode. A Syslog message with a logging level WARNING is now logged when the
user changes the Spanning Tree mode.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or
release version.

7.3

Table 10: Fixed Logging Issues

Multicast

Bug
ID

Description Fixed in

92285 Symptom: The process that handles the layer 2 queries crashed on the primary
member of the ArubaStack when the show spanning-tree command was executed.
Scenario: This issue occurred when there was a traffic flow to a VLAN that had no
MSTP instance mapped. This issue was observed in Mobility Access Switches in an
ArubaStack running ArubaOS 7.3.

7.3.1

58618 Symptom: When multiple Mobility Access Switches connected over an extended VLAN
and if the PIM-SM DR switch was different from IGMP Snoop Querier switch, a high
traffic flow was sometimes observed on VLAN.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or
release version.

7.3

Table 11: FixedMulticast Issues

OSPF

Bug ID Description Fixed in

102199 Symptom:The message-digest-key command under ospf-profile is removed from
the running-config when the when the Mobility Access Switch was rebooted.
Scenario: This issue was observed on a Mobility Access Switch running ArubaOS
7.3.2.

7.3.2.1

60804 Symptom: The output of the show ip ospf database detail command was
displayed twice when executed.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model.

7.3

75501 Symptom: OSPF neighbors were not formed across L2 GRE tunnels.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model
or release version.

7.3

Table 12: FixedOSPF Issues



Security

Bug
ID

Description Fixed in

82617 Symptom: When Captive Portal authentication was provided by ClearPass Guest,
instead of assigning a Downloadable Role with Captive Portal redirect, the user got
the default Captive Portal user role defined in the Captive Portal settings.
Scenario: The issue was observed when the user table had two L3 entries for the
same MAC. This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or
release version.

7.3.0.1

51952 Symptom: Loopguard, rootguard, and portfast could be enabled together on an
MSTP/PVST profile even though they are mutually exclusive. The following error
message is now displayed if you try to enable any of them together:
Error: rootguard, loopguard & portfast are mutually exclusive
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch platform.

7.3

52454 Symptom: 802.1X authentication failed for EAP-TLS when the Mobility Access Switch
was rebooted. Reloading the Mobility Access Switch fixed this issue.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or
release version.

7.3

65520 Symptom: When a user was connected to a port with more than one role configured,
the user might sometimes be placed in the wrong role even if it met the requirements
based on the User Derivation Rule (UDR).
Scenario: The user was configured with an initial and final role. This was due to the
improper packet processing due to heavy traffic on the port. This issue was not limited
to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.

7.3

66749 Symptom: An issue was fixed when the Mobility Access Switch did not process UDRs
beyond 127 rules.
Scenario: When you configure more than 127 UDRs using the aaa derivation-rules
user <STRING> command, the Mobility Access Switch stopped processing rules
beyond 127. This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model.

7.3

74062 Symptom: With CPPM downloadable-role enabled, the users were sometimes
unnecessarily prompted to save configuration.
Scenario: This issue occurred when CPPM downloadable-role was enabled and when
rebooting or executing a system switchover on the Mobility Access Switch from the CLI.

7.3

Table 13: Fixed Security Issues
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SNMP

Bug
ID

Description Fixed in

82812 Symptom: SNMP did not respond temporarily due to a process crash.
Scenario: This issue was observed when an SNMP GetNext query was performed on
the ipNetToMediaTable. This issue occurred in Mobility Access Switches running 7.2
or later.

7.3.1

94938 Symptom: An SNMP query on the MIB objects ifDescr and ifAlias displayed incorrect
information as they were interchanged.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or
release version.

7.3.1

96013 Symptom: AirWave did not populate the user statistics information of the Mobility
Access Switch as the SNMP MIB was not updated.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS 7.3.

7.3.1

93507 Symptom: The primary member of an ArubaStack crashed when ClearPass Policy
Manager (CPPM) was used for MAC authentication.
Scenario: This issue was observed when SNMP read was enabled on CPPM for
profiling devices. This issue was observed in Mobility Access Switches in an
ArubaStack running ArubaOS 7.3.

7.3.0.1

88898 Symptom: A Mobility Access Switch sometimes did not respond to SNMP queries after
a reboot. This issue was resolved by executing the process restart snmpd command
from the CLI.
Scenario: This issue occurred when the SNMP and interface manager processes were
out of sync on Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS 7.2.2.2 or later.

7.3

Table 14: Fixed SNMP Issues

Stacking

Bug ID Description Fixed in

101344 Symptom: An internal process handling the CLI crashed when clearing and
displaying log files multiple times.
Scenario: This issue was observed in an ArubaStack running ArubaOS 7.3.1 and
was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model.

7.3.2.1

96412 Symptom: A Port-channel took a long time (around 45 seconds ) to come up after
the primary member in an eight member ArubaStack was rebooted.
Scenario: This issue was observed when using tunneled-node and a Mobility
Controller was connected through the port-channel. This issue was specific to an
ArubaStack with S3500 Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS 7.3.0.

7.3.2

98976 Symptom: Some interfaces were not detected as switchports in an ArubaStack.
Interface is not a switchport error was seen when executing the show interface
gigabitethernet command for some interfaces.
Scenario: This issue occurred when the linecard lost connectivity to the
ArubaStack primary member for a short time and then rejoined the ArubaStack.
This issue was observed when IGMP snooping was enabled on the ArubaStack
running ArubaOS 7.3.1.

7.3.2

Table 15: Fixed Stacking Issues



Bug ID Description Fixed in

94062 Symptom: Client traffic egressing through a Link Aggregation Group (LAG)
uplink was impacted when the secondary member was powered off and also
had one of the LAGmember links. This issue occurred because the secondary
member was not properly removed from the system causing the client traffic to
get blackholed to the LAGmember link that was down.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model
or release version.

7.3.0.1

65703 Symptom: Mistyping a serial number when creating a pre-provisioned
Arubastack resulted in the formation of an Arubastack with some inactive
members. This is the expected behavior.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch
model.

7.3

82987
78371
74436
80155
80161
83020
84001
84216

Symptom: Executing the write memory command on a standalone Mobility
Access Switch or an ArubaStack was periodically failing with the following error
message:
Write memory command failed. Please try again !!
Additionally, the show image version command also stopped displaying details
properly.
Scenario: This issue occurred when the file system incorrectly became read-
only. This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or
release version.

7.3

85609 Symptom: A two member Arubastack swapped its member IDs when the primary
member rebooted.
Scenario: This issue was observed when split detection was disabled on the
stack profile. This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch
model or release version.

7.3

Table 15: Fixed Stacking Issues
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STP

Bug
ID

Description Fixed in

93108 Symptom: When the process handling the layer 2 functionalities was restarted, the
bridge ID was set to 0 causing the MSTP topology convergence to move to invalid
state.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS
7.1.3 or later. This issue might also occur during a stacking switchover.

7.3.1

91798 Symptom: After multiple recoveries on a BPDU guard enabled interface, BPDU guard
took a long time to trigger the shutdown operation on the interface.
Scenario: This issue was observed when a Mobility Access Switch or a connected
downstream hub/switch was looped upon itself and if BPDU guard was enabled on the
connected interfaces. This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch
model.
NOTE: BPDUGuard relies on receipt of an inbound BPDU to successfully shutdown
an interface. When an interface is looped upon itself or when an attached mini-
switch/hub (non-STP aware) is looped upon itself, BPDUs transmitted by the Mobility
Access Switch should be retransmitted back to the Mobility Access Switch causing
BPDUGuard to shutdown the interface on which BPDU was received. Further
examination of this issue revealed that certain mini-switches/hubs (non-STP aware)
did not actually re-transmit BPDUs back to the Mobility Access Switch due to the
increased traffic load caused by the loop. The mini-switch/hub and/or the clients
attached to the mini-switch/hub were also transmitting PAUSE frames to signal the
upstream networking device to pause the traffic forwarding due to load. However,
since flow control was disabled by default on the Mobility Access Switch, these PAUSE
frames were ignored. Enabling flow control on the Mobility Access Switch greatly
decreased the chances of the mini-switch/hub from getting overwhelmed with traffic
and hence re-transmission of BPDUs back to the Mobility Access Switch was seen
with higher frequency.

N/A

92327 Symptom: In an MSTP topology, the interfaces of the Mobility Access Switches
sometimes went into an STP boundary state if the STP mode was manipulated.
Scenario: This issue was observed if the STP Mode was manually changed from
MSTP to PVST and then changed back to MSTP in any one of the Mobility Access
Switches connected in a spanning tree environment. This issue was not limited to any
specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.

7.3.0.1

58177 Symptom: The root path cost information was not displayed by the show spanning-tree
command when PVST was enabled. Executing the show spanning-tree vlan
command now displays the root path cost information of the spanning tree.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or
release version.

7.3

Table 16: Fixed STP Issues



Switch-Datapath

Bug
ID

Description Fixed in

90167 Symptom: AP-220 Series and AP-130 Series did not power up sometimes when both
ports of the AP were connected to a Mobility Access Switch. The standard PoE
detection algorithm occurred simultaneously across all ports in a switch (e.g. all 24
ports) causing a detection failure of dual port access points. The fix introduces a
default time delay of 2 seconds while applying the PoE configuration between each
port. The delay is configurable under the poe-management-profile. For more
information, see Enhancements to PoE Management Profile on page 25 under New
Features and Enhancements.
Scenario: This issue was observed when both ethernet ports of the access point were
connected to the PoE ports of the same Mobility Access Switch. This issue was limited
to PoE models of the Mobility Access Switch.

7.3.2

93994 Symptom: A Data Path Agent crash was observed in a Mobility Access Switch when a
NAT enabled VLAN was deleted and L3 traffic was routed over the respective RVI.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS 7.3.

7.3.0.1

62943 Symptom: Traffic was disrupted on a Mobility Access Switch due to an internal process
crash.
Scenario: This issue occurred when the system incorrectly identified that the mac-
address table was not synchronized between the control plane and data plane. This
issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.

7.3

85966 Symptom: Nortel PBXs using H323 signaling behind a Mobility Access Switch could
not communicate with one another.
Scenario: This issue was observed when the Mobility Access Switch was configured
as a Layer 3 switch and could not generate an ARP entry for the PBX. This issue was
not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.

7.3

89926 Symptom: Some client DNS requests may time out when the Mobility Access Switch
was forwarding a high volume of DNS traffic.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or
enabled feature.

7.3

Table 17: Fixed Switch-Datapath Issues
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Switch-Platform

Bug ID Description Fixed in

98251 Symptom: A system process was incorrectly sending certain messages to non-
primary members resulting in a high volume of the following messages in syslog
output:
PAPI_Send: sendto Message Handler Helper failed: No such file or directory
Message Code 1003 Sequence Num is 45436
Scenario: This issue was observed in an ArubaStack when debug or trace
options were configured on the primary member. This issue was not limited to
any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.

7.3.2.1

98294 Symptom: The output of the show inventory command displayed that an invalid
PSU (0W) was present and the 56 V PoE voltage failed when the PSUs were
plugged in and out of the Mobility Access Switch continuously or randomly.
Scenario: This issue was specific to S3500Mobility Access Switches with a 1050
W PSU.

7.3.2.1

101864 Symptom: The powered devices connected to the PoE port of an S1500 Mobility
Access Switch lost power suddenly. The power was sometimes resumed only
after a reboot. Upgrading to ArubaOS 7.3.2.1 which includes an auto-PoE
firmware upgrade fixes the issue.
Scenario: This issue was specific to all the PoE versions of the S1500 Mobility
Access Switches.

7.3.2.1

94832 Symptom: The following message was seen in the logs:
Dropping bridge miss received on trusted port
The fix ensures that a client connected to an untrusted port is not allowed to
connect again on a trusted port.
Scenario: This issue was observed in a network loop where a MAC address
already learnt on an untrusted interface appeared again on a trusted interface.

7.3.2

94419 Symptom: Some clients failed to resolve DNS queries when captive-portal
<captive-portal-name> was configured under any user-role (local or via
ClearPass Policy Manager downloadable role).
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS
7.2.0.0 or later.

7.3.2

94860 Symptom: S3500 Mobility Access Switch did not raise an alarm when the 56V
power supply went down.
Scenario: This issue was limited to the PoE models of S3500 Mobility Access
Switch.

7.3.1

84536 Symptom: The Mobility Access Switch could not detect a USB drive that did not
have a partition table.
Scenario: This issue was observed on Mobility Access Switches running
ArubaOS 7.2.2.1 or lower.

7.3

Table 18: Fixed Switch-Platform Issues



Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP)

Bug ID Description Fixed in

102139 Symptom: A VRRP enabled Mobility Access Switch sometimes responded to
ARP requests for IPs it did not own.
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model
or release version.

7.3.2.1

98128 Symptom: VRRP router MAC address was not populated in the Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) table.
Scenario: This issue occurred when the Mobility Access Switch could not learn
the VRRP MAC address in a VRRP deployment on an uplink. This issue was not
limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.

7.3.2

Table 19: Fixed VRRP Issues

VLAN Interface

Bug
ID

Description Fixed in

99681 Symptom: The interface group configuration may not get properly applied on a
Mobility Access Switch after a reboot.
Scenario: This issue was observed when the apply-to interface list contained more
than 252 characters. This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch
model or release version.

7.3.2.1

Table 20: Fixed VLAN Interface Issues

WebUI

Bug
ID

Description Fixed in

96692
97656

Symptom: The WebUI did not load on IE 11 with the following error message:
Cant create XMLHttpRequest Object : Object doesnt support property or method
'createXMLHttpRequest'
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or
release version.

7.3.2

97655 Symptom: Authentication page was not loading in the WebUI.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS
7.3.1 due to a change in the output of the show rights command.

7.3.2

60244 Symptom: When rebooting the Arubastack using the WebUI and if logged in on the
same page, the WebUI displayed the Mobility Access Switch as a standalone switch
instead of ArubaStack
Scenario: This issue was not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or
release version.

7.3

Table 21: FixedWebUI Issues

Known Issues and Limitations
The following are known issues and limitations observed in ArubaOS 7.3.2.1. Bug IDs and applicable workarounds
are included.
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Base OS Security

Bug ID Description

74264 Symptom: A combination of Clear Pass Policy Manager (CPPM) and Windows Radius server for fail-
through is not supported.
Scenario: This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.
Workaround: Use either CPPM servers as Primary and Backup or Windows Radius as Primary and
Backup. Do not combine them.

90067 Symptom: A ClearPass Policy Manager (CPPM) Downloadable Role may not be properly assigned to a
Mobility Access Switch user if it is not correctly configured in CPPM.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the Mobility Access Switch is still processing the invalid Downloadable
Role and an administrator has already modified the Downloadable Role in CPPM. This issue occurs on
Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS 7.3.
Workaround: Ensure that the role definition syntax is correct in CPPM. This can be verified by testing the
configuration on a test switch before configuring the role details in CPPM. If that is not possible and a
Downloadable Role has been incorrectly defined, wait for the Mobility Access Switch to complete
processing the invalid role (~3 minutes), delete the user(s) assigned to that role, update the role definition
in CPPM and trigger the authentication process again.

Table 22: Known BaseOS Security Issues and Limitations

Configuration

Bug ID Description

55306 Symptom: User is unable to delete the characters using the backspace key when the admin username is
as long as the maximum characters.
Scenario: This issue is observed when the admin username reaches the maximum limit (32 characters).
This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model.
Workaround: Press enter key and type the username again.

100322 Symptom: The system defined validuserethacl displays two permit any entries though it does not impact
any functionality.
Scenario: This issue is observed on Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS 7.3.2.
Workaround: None.

Table 23: KnownConfiguration Issues and Limitations

DHCP Snooping

Bug ID Description

87131 Symptom: When a line card member of an ArubaStack is individually rebooted, the DHCP Snooping
bindings for that particular member switch are lost.
Scenario: Reloading a line card does not trigger repopulating the DHCP Snooping database. However,
the DHCP Snooping database repopulates in case of a stack or box reload. This issue occurs on Mobility
Access Switches running ArubaOS 7.3.
Workaround: None.

Table 24: KnownDHCP Snooping Issues and Limitations



Dynamic ARP Inspection (DAI)

Bug ID Description

91146 Symptom: An ACL matching on ARP traffic for specific source and destination pairs may not always be
enforced.
Scenario: This issue is observed only when Dynamic ARP Inspection (DAI) is enabled on the Mobility
Access Switch and is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model.
Workaround: Disable DAI when using ACLs matching on ARP for specific source and destination pairs.

Table 25: KnownDAI Issues and Limitations

Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE)

Bug ID Description

87459
88968

Symptom: L3 GRE tunnel interfaces toggle between up and down states.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the L3 GRE tunnel forwarding rate exceeds 40 Kilo packets per second
(Kpps). This issue occurs in Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS 7.3.
Workaround: None.

Table 26: KnownGRE Issues and Limitations

Interface

Bug ID Description

85529 Symptom: Issuing show port stats command displays increasing InputErrorBytes count when connected
to Aruba AP-135 but does not appear to have any connectivity issues.
Scenario: The errors are due to Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) probe packets sent by the AP-135.
This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model.
Workaround: The errors do not impact the performance of the Mobility Access Switch or the AP-135.
Ignore the errors.

96485 Symptom: Traffic on the interface operating in LACP Independent state is not mirrored.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS 7.3.1.
Workaround: None.

Table 27: Known Interface Issues and Limitations

IPsec

Bug ID Description

73261 Symptom:  Site-to-site IPSec VPN with transport-mode is not functioning correctly.
Scenario: This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.
Workaround: None.

Table 28: Known IPsec Issues and Limitations
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IP Source Guard (IPSG)

Bug ID Description

103272 Symptom:  Sometimes the process handling the layer 2 functions crashes when the primary member of
the ArubaStack is reloaded.
Scenario: This issue is observed when DHCP Snooping is enabled on an ArubaStack running ArubaOS
7.3.2.1.
Workaround: Reload the ArubaStack.

Table 29: Known IPSG  Issues and Limitations

IPv6

Bug ID Description

57529 Symptom: Copy on IPv6 address does not work as this command is not recognized for IPv6. As a result,
the scp/ftp/tftp copy over IPv6 address will not work.
Scenario: This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model.
Workaround: Use an IPv4 address instead of an IPv6 or use the WebUI and try the local file management.

Table 30: Known IPv6 Issues and Limitations

Layer 2 Forwarding

Bug ID Description

68312 Symptom: DHCP Offer/ACK messages are not discarded when using DHCP Trust .
Scenario: This issue is observed when no trust DHCP is enabled in a port- security profile and a MAC ACL
with a permit any any rule is applied to an interface. This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access
Switch model.
Workaround: Use a stateless ACL instead of a MAC ACL.

73285 Symptom: The Mobility Access Switch does not register a Generic Attribute Registration Protocol (GVRP)
VLAN on the STP blocked ports.
Scenario: This issue occurs when there is a change in the STP topology and the blocked ports become
forward. The ports first register the VLAN and then the data traffic flow continues. Under these conditions,
there is a long delay in resuming the traffic.
Workaround: None.

102958 Symptom: The traffic flow gets interrupted because the ARP entry associated to the VRRP IP (default gate-
way) ages out.
Scenario: This occurs when there is no response to the unicast ARP refresh sent by the Mobility Access
Switch from upstream Router or VRRP router. It also occurs due to Mobility Access Switch not honoring the
gratuitous ARP messages. This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release
version.
Workaround: None.

Table 31: Known Layer 2 Forwarding Issues and Limitations



Multicast

Bug ID Description

63951 Symptom: As IPv6 on untrusted port is not supported in this release, Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD)
snooping on untrusted port is ignored. Hence, MLD snooping membership table cannot be formed.
Scenario: This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model.
Workaround: None.

65314 Symptom: The Mobility Access Switch does not send query when there is a change in the Spanning Tree
Protocol (STP) topology. This delays the formation of the MLD snooping membership table.
Scenario: This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model.
Workaround: None.

77185 Symptom: IGMP Snooping entries are removed in 12 seconds before expiry of the age-out timer.
Scenario: This issue is observed when multicast stream is sent over 40Kpps on a layer 2 GRE tunnel. This
issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch version.
Workaround: Send multicast stream less than 40 Kpps over a layer 2 GRE tunnel.

Table 32: KnownMulticast Issues and Limitations

OSPF

Bug ID Description

59609 Symptom: Layer 3 Manager utilizes more memory and throws an error message during the removal of
large number of OSPF routes.
Scenario: This issue is observed in S3500 Mobility Access Switch running ArubaOS 7.2.
Workaround: None.

59738 Symptom: Loss of traffic is observed on some advertised OSPF routes.
Scenario: This issue is observed when the route capacity limit (1500) is reached. This issue is not limited
to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.
Workaround: None.

96603 Symptom: OSPF packets are exchanged with incorrect Tunnel Source IP when a tunnel is established
over Not-so-stubby-area (NSSA) between normal area and backbone area.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS 7.3.1.
Workaround: None.

97252 Symptom: Sometimes, two summary addresses in the same subnet/supernet are seen in the Area Border
Routers (ABR).
Scenario: This issue is observed when a summary address configuration is deleted followed by a new
summary address configuration in the same subnet/supernet. This issue is observed in Mobility Access
Switches running 7.3.1.
Workaround: Restart the process handling the layer 3 functionalities using the command, process restart
l3m in config mode.

97934 Symptom: Summary route is not sent to the Area Border Router (ABR).
Scenario: This issue is observed when the summary address is configured before the associated Routed
VLAN interface (RVI) is configured.
Workaround: Configure the summary address after the associated RVI is configured.

Table 33: KnownOSPF Issues and Limitations
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QoS

Bug ID Description

79774 Symptom: The Mobility Access Switch does not apply QoS remarking or prioritization for traffic in an L2
GRE tunnel.
Scenario: A QoS profile configured on the interface of the Mobility Access Switch does not prioritize traffic
in an L2-GRE tunnel traversing through the same interface. This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility
Access Switch model or release version.
Workaround: None.

Table 34: KnownQoS Issues and Limitations

Routing

Bug ID Description

74123 Symptom: When Source NAT is enabled, irrespective of the MTU value assigned to the RVI, packets up to
1784 bytes are source NATed. Packets larger than this are dropped on the ingress RVI because
fragmentation is not supported. Additionally, irrespective of the MTU value, the packets leaving the egress
RVI are not fragmented.
Scenario: This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.
Workaround: None.

84327 Symptom: Traffic continues to be routed even though the ingress Routed Virtual Interface (RVI) is
administratively shutdown.
Scenario: This issue is observed when an RVI which is administratively down tries to route the layer 3
traffic that it receives to the destination. This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch
model or release version.
Workaround: None.

Table 35: KnownRouting Issues and Limitations

Security

Bug ID Description

64356 Symptom: Router Advertisement (RA) messages are not dropped on untrusted interfaces.
Scenario: This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.
Workaround: None.

67157 Symptom: When a phone connected to a Mobility Access Switch port that uses 802.1X MD5 authentication
experiences an Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) transaction failure, the Mobility Access Switch
keeps sending an EAP-Fail packet every 5 seconds until the phone restarts the 802.1X authentication.
Scenario: This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model.
Workaround : None.

67159 Symptom: Phone connected to an 802.1X enabled port may exchange multiple EAP transactions with the
Mobility Access Switch, but may not be able to complete the 802.1X authentication.
Scenario: This issue is observed if the AAA profile bound to the interface has a user-derivation rule
associated with it. This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.
Workaround: Remove the user-derivation-rule from the AAA profile.

Table 36: Known Security Issues and Limitations



Bug ID Description

84802 Symptom: A Cisco® IP phone that is assigned a user-role via a device-type User Derivation Rule (UDR)
and also 802.1X authenticated (UDR user-role overrides 802.1X user-role), shows the authentication type
as Web as opposed to 802.1X-Wired after a switchover of the primary and secondary ArubaStack
members.
Scenario: This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model.
Workaround: The show user ip <A.B.C.D> command incorrectly displays Web under the Auth column for
a Cisco IP phone connected to the Mobility Access Switch. However, the switch assigns the correct role to
the Cisco IP phone.

85674 Symptom: For some IP phones, the show station-table command entry displays the MAC or 802.1X
default authentication role of the AAA profile. However, the show user-table command entry displays the
initial role of the AAA profile.
Scenario: This issue occurs when an IP phone connected to one of the ports of the Mobility Access Switch,
gets an IP address before an L2 authentication completes. This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility
Access Switch model or release version.
Workaround: None.

85682 Symptom: When 802.1X authentication is configured with Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP)
termination, a blacklisted user is able to re-attempt authentication until the blacklist timer expires.
Scenario: This issue is observed when 802.1X authentication with EAP termination type is set to eap-tls
and inner-eap-type is set to EAP-General Token Type (GTC). This is issue is not limited to any specific
Mobility Access Switch model or release version.
Workaround: None.

Table 36: Known Security Issues and Limitations

Stacking

Bug
ID

Description

92339 Symptom:  Multicast packets in an S1500 ArubaStack are rate limited to 40kpps when IGMP snooping is
enabled on a Rendezvous Point interface.
Scenario: This issue is limited to S1500 ArubaStack where PIM-Sparse Mode and IGMP snooping are
enabled on the ArubaStack and affects clients that are not on the same member as that of the interface
connecting to the Rendezvous Point.
Workaround: None.

97725 Symptom: Database does not synchronize in an ArubaStack.
Scenario: This issue is observed in an ArubaStack when the election priority of a linecard member is
changed to make it the ArubaStack Primary member. This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access
Switch model or release version.
Workaround: None.

Table 37: Known Stacking Issues and Limitations
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STP

Bug ID Description

57519 Symptom: With Spanning Tree loopguard enabled, an interface will enter LOOP_Inc state if that interface
is not receiving any more BPDU.
Scenario: When the situation happens, restart L2M daemon (such as doing stacking primary failover) may
mistakenly bring the interface back to DES/FWD state.
Workaround: Check your network when an interface enters LOOP_Inc state. Resolve your network
problem before doing stacking primary failover or L2M restart.
NOTE: A typical problem that causes an interface not to receive BPDU happens on the fiber connection in
which TX is successful but RX fails.

99883 Symptom: The output of the show spanning-tree detail command incorrectly excludes VLAN 4094 though
it is part of the default instance mapping. In addition, while configuring the instance mapping using the
instance <instance> vlan <id> command under the global MSTP profile , VLAN 0 is accepted though the
accepted range is displayed as 1-4094.
Scenario: This issue is observed in the default MSTP configuration and is not limited to any specific
Mobility Access Switch model or release version.
Workaround: None.

Table 38: Known STP Issues and Limitations

Switch-Datapath

Bug ID Description

58584 Symptom: When an AP is connected to a Mobility Access Switch through a mid-span PoE injector, auto
negotiation might fail.
Scenario: This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model.
Workaround: Force link speed on the ports.

Table 39: Known Switch-Datapath Issues and Limitations

Switch-Platform

Bug ID Description

52196 Symptom: Press 'q' to abort does not work after issuing the ping interval <delay_pkts> <host> command.
Scenario: This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model.
Workaround: None.

65618 Symptom: The Mobility Access Switch does not synchronize with a Network Time Protocol (NTP) server.
Scenario: This issue is observed when an NTP server entry is configured before configuring or changing
the IP address of the egress Routed Virtual Interface (RVI) which is used to contact the specified NTP
server. This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.
Workaround: First configure the IP address of the RVI and then configure the NTP server address.

65807 Symptom: When you create and apply an eth ACL with permit any to a user-role and send IPv6 traffic to
untrusted port, the Mobility Access Switch neither creates an L2 user nor forwards the IPv6 traffic.
ArubaOS 7.3 does not support IPv6 on untrusted port.
Scenario: This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model.
Workaround: None.

68091 Symptom: An interface is operationally down.

Table 40: Known Switch-Platform Issues and Limitations



Bug ID Description

Scenario: This issue occurs when data and other control packets are transmitted even after an Ethernet
OAM failure.
Workaround: Enable STP on the interface or configure the link as a port channel member.

86723 Symptom: Copying files from any source to an external USB flash drive or the local flash drive using the
CLI does not show the transfer progress and there is no option to abort the transfer.
Scenario: This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.
Workaround: None.

86853 Symptom: Copying a raw image from a USB connected to the primary stack member copies the image
only to the primary and not all stack members.
Scenario : This issue occurs on Mobility Access Switches running ArubaOS 7.3.
Workaround: None.

86857 Symptom: Users cannot exit from Quick-Setup in the CLI when using CTRL+C.
Scenario: This issue is observed in an ArubaStack when the console port is redirected from a secondary
or line card member. This issue is not limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release
version.
Workaround: Connect the console port to the primary member of the ArubaStack if using Quick-Setup.

90231 Symptom: Cisco IP phones utilizing pre-standard PoE (also known as legacy power) may lose power after
being operational for a long time.
Scenario: This issue is limited to PoE models of the Mobility Access Switch.
Workaround: Disconnect the phone for a few minutes and reconnect it.

Table 40: Known Switch-Platform Issues and Limitations

Tunneled Node

Bug ID Description

100918 Symptom: Tunneled-node over VPN does not come up when the primary member is reloaded in an
ArubaStack.
Scenario: This issue is observed when tunneled-node over VPN is configured in an ArubaStack and is not
limited to any specific Mobility Access Switch model or release version.
Workaround: Enable pre-connect under crypto-local ipsec-map command.

Table 41: Known Tunneled Node Issues and Limitations

Issues Under Investigation
The following are the issues observed in ArubaOS 7.3.2.1 and are under investigation. The associated Bug IDs are
included.

Stacking

Bug
ID

Description

99121 Symptom:  Error octets are seen in Received Statistics (Rx counters) on the stack ports of S2500 and S3500
Mobility Access Switches.

Table 42: Stacking Issues Under Investigation
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System

Bug ID Description

102268 Symptom: The uplink on an S3500 Mobility Access Switch running ArubaOS 7.3.1 is occasionally not
responding.

Table 43: System Issues Under Investigation
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Chapter 3

Upgrade Procedures

This chapter details theMobility Access Switch software upgrade procedures. To optimize your upgrade experience
and ensure a successful upgrade, read all the information in this chapter before upgrading and follow all the
procedures carefully.

Topics in this chapter include:

l Important Points to Remember on page 49

l Before You Upgrade on page 49

l Save Your Configuration on page 49

l Upgrading to ArubaOS 7.3.2.1 on page 50

l Downgrading after an Upgrade on page 54

l Before You Call Your Support Provider on page 54

Important Points to Remember
You should create a permanent list of the following information for future use:

l Best practice is to upgrade during amaintenance window. This will limit the troubleshooting variables.

l Resolve any existing issues (consistent or intermittent) before you upgrade.

l List the devices in your infrastructure that are used to provide your wireless users with connectivity (Core
switches, radius servers, DHCP servers, firewall, for example).

l Always upgrade the non-boot partition first. If something happens during upgrade, you can switch back to the
boot partition. Upgrading the non-boot partition gives you a smoother downgrade path should it be required.

l If you have removed the default stacking interfaces (ports 0/1/2 and 0/1/3) from 7.0.x but plan to use them for
stacking purposes after upgrading to ArubaOS 7.3, youmust reconfigure them for stacking.

Before You Upgrade
Run the following checklist before installing a new image on theMobility Access Switch:

l Ensure that you have at least 60MB of free flash space (show storage command).

l Run the tar crash command to ensure that there are no “process died” files clogging upmemory and FTP/TFTP
the files to another storage device. To clean up any crash core file, use the tar clean crash command.

l Remove all unnecessary saved files from flash (delete filename command).

Save Your Configuration
Before upgrading, save your configuration and back up your Mobility Access Switch data files. Saving your
configuration will retain the admin and enable passwords in the proper format.

Saving the Configuration in the WebUI

1. Click on the Configuration tab.

2. Click the Save Configuration button at the top of the screen.

Saving the Configuration in the CLI

Enter the following command in either the enable or configurationmode:

(host) #write memory
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Upgrading to ArubaOS 7.3.2.1
Read all the following information before you upgrade. Download the latest software image from the Aruba Customer
Support web site.

There are three ways to upgrade your software image:

l Upgrading from theWebUI on page 50

l Upgrading from the Command Line Interface on page 50

l Upgrading from your USB using the LCD on page 52

If you are upgrading from 7.0.x to 7.3 and are going to create a stack, each Mobility Access Switch in
the stack must be upgraded to ArubaOS 7.3 before forming the stack.

Upgrading from the WebUI

The following steps describe how to install the Aruba software image from a PC or workstation using theWebUI on
theMobility Access Switch. You can also install the software image from a TFTP or FTP server using the same
WebUI page.

1. Upload the new software image to a PC or workstation on your network.

2. Log in to theWebUI from the PC or workstation.

3. Navigate to theMaintenance > Image Management page. Select the Upgrade using local file option, then
click Browse to navigate to the image file on your PC or workstation.

4. Determine which partition will be used to hold the new software image. Best practice is to load the new image
onto the non-boot partition. To see the current boot partition, navigate to theMaintenance > Boot Parameters
page.

5. Select Yes in the Reboot after upgrade field to reboot after upgrade.

6. Click Upgrade Image. The image, once copied to the ArubaStack primary, will be pushed down to every stack
member.

7. When the software image is uploaded to theMobility Access Switch, a popup appears. Click OK to reload the
entire stack. The boot process starts automatically within a few seconds.

8. When the boot process is complete, log in to theWebUI and navigate to theMonitoring > Summary page to
verify the upgraded code version.

9. Select the Configuration tab.

10. Click Save Configuration at the top of the screen to save the new configuration file header.

Upgrading from the Command Line Interface

The following steps describe how to install the ArubaOS software image using the CLI on theMobility Access
Switch. You need a FTP/TFTP server reachable from theMobility Access Switch you are upgrading.

1. Upload the new software image to your FTP/TFTP server on your network.

2. Execute the ping command to verify the network connection from the target Mobility Access Switch to the
FTP/TFTP server:
(host) # ping <tftphost>

A placeholder file with the destination filename and proper write permissions must exist on the FTP/TFTP server prior to
executing the copy command.

3. Determine which partition to load the new software image. Best practices is to load the new image onto the
backup partition (the non-boot partition). To view the partitions, use the show image version command.



4. Use the copy command to load the new image onto theMobility Access Switch. The image, once copied to the
stack Primary, will be pushed down to every stack member:
(host) # copy ftp: <ftphost> <ftpusername> <image filename> system: partition 1

or
(host) # copy tftp: <tftphost> <image filename> system: partition 1

When using the copy command to load a software image, the specified partition automatically becomes active (default
boot partition) the next time the Mobility Access Switch is rebooted. There is no need to manually select the partition.

5. Execute the show image version member all command to verify if the new image is loaded:
(host) #show image version member all

Member-id: 0

------------

----------------------------------

Partition : 0:0 (/dev/ud1) **Default boot**

Software Version : ArubaOS 7.3.2.1 (Digitally Signed - Production Build)

Build number : 44458

Label : 44458

Built on : Wed Jun 25 09:08:41 PDT 2014

----------------------------------

Partition : 0:1 (/dev/ud2)

Software Version : ArubaOS 7.3.1.0 (Digitally Signed - Production Build)

Build number : 42417

Label : 42417

Built on : Mon Feb 24 11:24:46 PST 2014

Member-id: 1

------------

----------------------------------

Partition : 0:0 (/dev/ud1) **Default boot**

Software Version : ArubaOS 7.3.2.1 (Digitally Signed - Production Build)

Build number : 44458

Label : 44458

Built on : Wed Jun 25 09:08:41 PDT 2014

----------------------------------

Partition : 0:1 (/dev/ud2)

Software Version : ArubaOS 7.3.1.0 (Digitally Signed - Production Build)

Build number : 42417

Label : 42417

Built on : Mon Feb 24 11:24:46 PST 2014

6. Reload the entire stack:
(host) # reload

7. Execute the show version member all command to verify if the reload and upgrade is complete.
(host) #show version member all

Member-id: 0

------------

Aruba Operating System Software.

ArubaOS (MODEL: ArubaS3500-24P-US), Version 7.3.2.0

Website: http://www.arubanetworks.com

Copyright (c) 2002-2014, Aruba Networks, Inc.

Compiled on 2014-05-13 at 02:19:08 PDT (build 43717) by p4build

ROM: System Bootstrap, Version CPBoot 1.0.38.0 (build 38162)

Built: 2013-04-24 05:00:20

Built by: p4build@re_client_38162

Switch uptime is 46 days 9 hours 41 minutes 9 seconds

Reboot Cause: User reboot.

Processor XLS 208 (revision A1) with 1023M bytes of memory.

955M bytes of System flash

Member-id: 1
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------------

Aruba Operating System Software.

ArubaOS (MODEL: ArubaS3500-24P-US), Version 7.3.2.0

Website: http://www.arubanetworks.com

Copyright (c) 2002-2014, Aruba Networks, Inc.

Compiled on 2014-05-13 at 02:19:08 PDT (build 43717) by p4build

ROM: System Bootstrap, Version CPBoot 1.0.38.0 (build 38162)

Built: 2013-04-24 05:00:20

Built by: p4build@re_client_38162

Switch uptime is 46 days 9 hours 41 minutes 15 seconds

Reboot Cause: User reboot.

Processor XLS 208 (revision A1) with 1023M bytes of memory.

955M bytes of System flash

8. Execute the write memory command to save the new configuration file header.

Upgrading from your USB using the LCD

If you are upgrading from ArubaOS 7.0.2.0 to ArubaOS 7.1.0.0 or greater, you cannot upgrade from an
external USB device using the LCD screen. Use either the WebUI or the CLI to complete your upgrade.

TheMobility Access Switch is equipped with an LCD panel that displays a variety of information about the status of
theMobility Access Switch and provides amenu that allows you to do basic operations such as initial setup and
reboot. The LCD panel displays two lines of text.

Use the upper right Menu button to navigate through LCD functions and the lower right Enter button to select (or
enter) an LCD function. The active line, in the LCD panel, is indicated by an arrow.

Use a USB device to transfer the upgrade image:

1. Create a folder named arubaimage on your USB device.

2. Using your laptop, copy the new image from the support site to your USB device’s folder arubaimage.

You must download the new image to the arubaimage folder or the image will not properly upload to the Mobility Access
Switch.

3. Insert your USB device into the rear USB port (next to the console port) of your Mobility Access Switch.

4. Press theMenu button until you reach theMaintenance function.

5. Press the Enter button to enter themaintenance function.

6. Press the Enter button at Upgrade Image function.

7. Press theMenu button to locate the partition you want to upgrade.
partition 0

partition 1

Then press the Enter button to select the partition to upgrade.

Always upgrade the non-boot partition first. Upgrading the non-boot partition gives you a smoother downgrade path
should it be required.

8. Press the Enter button again to confirm the partition you are upgrading (or press theMenu button to exit).
y: Enter button

n: Menu button

9. The LCD displays an a upgrade in process acknowledgement:
Upgrading...

When the upgrade is complete, the LCD displays themessage:
Reload to boot from new image



When loading a software image, the specified partition automatically becomes active (default boot partition) the next time
the Mobility Access Switch is rebooted. There is no need to manually select the partition.

10. From the command line, execute show image version member all to view the partitions:
(host) #show image version member all

Member-id: 0

------------

----------------------------------

Partition : 0:0 (/dev/ud1) **Default boot**

Software Version : ArubaOS 7.3.2.1 (Digitally Signed - Production Build)

Build number : 44458

Label : 44458

Built on : Wed Jun 25 09:08:41 PDT 2014

----------------------------------

Partition : 0:1 (/dev/ud2)

Software Version : ArubaOS 7.3.1.0 (Digitally Signed - Production Build)

Build number : 42417

Label : 42417

Built on : Mon Feb 24 11:24:46 PST 2014

Member-id: 1

------------

----------------------------------

Partition : 0:0 (/dev/ud1) **Default boot**

Software Version : ArubaOS 7.3.2.1 (Digitally Signed - Production Build)

Build number : 44458

Label : 44458

Built on : Wed Jun 25 09:08:41 PDT 2014

----------------------------------

Partition : 0:1 (/dev/ud2)

Software Version : ArubaOS 7.3.1.0 (Digitally Signed - Production Build)

Build number : 42417

Label : 42417

Built on : Mon Feb 24 11:24:46 PST 2014

11. Issue the following command to reload the stack:
(host) # reload

12. Execute the show version member all command to verify if the reload and upgrade is complete.
(host) #show version member all

Member-id: 0

------------

Aruba Operating System Software.

ArubaOS (MODEL: ArubaS3500-24P-US), Version 7.3.2.0

Website: http://www.arubanetworks.com

Copyright (c) 2002-2014, Aruba Networks, Inc.

Compiled on 2014-05-13 at 02:19:08 PDT (build 43717) by p4build

ROM: System Bootstrap, Version CPBoot 1.0.38.0 (build 38162)

Built: 2013-04-24 05:00:20

Built by: p4build@re_client_38162

Switch uptime is 46 days 9 hours 41 minutes 9 seconds

Reboot Cause: User reboot.

Processor XLS 208 (revision A1) with 1023M bytes of memory.

955M bytes of System flash

Member-id: 1

------------

Aruba Operating System Software.

ArubaOS (MODEL: ArubaS3500-24P-US), Version 7.3.2.0

Website: http://www.arubanetworks.com

Copyright (c) 2002-2014, Aruba Networks, Inc.

Compiled on 2014-05-13 at 02:19:08 PDT (build 43717) by p4build

ROM: System Bootstrap, Version CPBoot 1.0.38.0 (build 38162)
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Built: 2013-04-24 05:00:20

Built by: p4build@re_client_38162

Switch uptime is 46 days 9 hours 41 minutes 15 seconds

Reboot Cause: User reboot.

Processor XLS 208 (revision A1) with 1023M bytes of memory.

955M bytes of System flash

13. Execute the write memory command to save the new configuration file header.

After completing the upgrade, your system will create a configuration file called default.cfg.<timestamp>. This file
is your configuration at the time of upgrade. Another file called default.cfg is created , which is your configuration
post-upgrade.

Downgrading after an Upgrade
If necessary, you can roll-back to the previous version of ArubaOS on your Mobility Access Switch using the
procedure given below.

Note the following points before downgrading ArubaOS:

l Save your configuration file before and after completing your downgrade

l MSTP will be disabled upon downgrading.

Before you reboot theMobility Access Switch with the pre-upgrade software version, youmust perform the following
steps:

1. Set theMobility Access Switch to boot with the previously-saved configuration file. By default, ArubaOS creates
a file called original.cfg upon upgrade. This file can be used instead of a previously-saved configuration file in
case you did not save your configuration before upgrade.

2. Use the dir command to confirm your saved configuration files or original.cfg.
(host)#dir

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 3710 Nov 7 14:35 default.cfg

-rw-r--r-- 2 root root 3658 Nov 7 14:35 default.cfg.2011-11-07_1

-rw-r--r-- 2 root root 3658 Nov 7 14:35 original.cfg

3. Use the boot config-file <filename> command to select the configuration file you will boot from after
downgrading.
(host)#boot config-file original.cfg

4. Confirm that you have selected the correct file using the show boot command.
(host)#show boot

Config File: original.cfg

Boot Partition: PARTITION 0

5. Set theMobility Access Switch to boot from the system partition that contains the previously running image.

6. Execute the write memory command after the downgrade to save your configuration

Before You Call Your Support Provider
Before you place a call to Technical Support, follow the steps listed below:

1. Provide a detailed network topology (including all the devices in the network between the user and theMobility
Access Switch with IP addresses and Interface numbers if possible).

2. Provide theMobility Access Switch logs and output of the show tech-support command.

3. Provide the syslog file of theMobility Access Switch at the time of the problem.

Best practices strongly recommends that you consider adding a syslog server if you do not already have one to
capture from theMobility Access Switch.

4. Let the support person know if this is a new or existing installation. This helps the support team to determine the
troubleshooting approach, depending on whether you have:



l an outage in a network that worked in the past

l a network configuration that has never worked

l a brand new installation

5. Let the support person know if there are any recent changes in your network (external to theMobility Access
Switch) or any recent changes to your Mobility Access Switch configuration.

6. If there was a configuration change, list the exact configuration steps and commands used.

7. Provide the date and time (if possible) when the problem first occurred.

8. If the problem is reproducible, list the exact steps taken to recreate the problem.

9. Provide theMobility Access Switch site access information, if possible.
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